
Window & Door Manufacturing



We Shape the Future

Classic windows fill a different need in the building industry. Much more 

than a means to fill holes in walls, they are the showpiece of homeowners 

and architects—reflections of style and value.

You’ve built a business and a reputation on craftsmanship, reliability and 

performance. Leitz can make it easier to turn your visions into reality, your 

work into profit.

Whether you manufacture custom architectural windows and doors, on a 

small or large scale, for clients with interests in style, functionality or 

energy conservation, Leitz has the worldwide expertise and local presence 

to support you in design, testing and WER simulations. Let us show you 

how Leitz can give you the edge.

Expect A Relationship



InnovationExpect

Innovative tooling systems from Leitz are designed to exceed 

your expectations.

Precision machining and mirror-finished micro-

grain carbide knives produce a sand-free finish and 

outstanding performance.

Optimized tool design and unique clamping

systems allow for quick, easy and accurate knife

changes without special tools or setting devices.

Leitz award winning RipTec System is used for planing, 

profiling and coping to improve finish and window 

performance while reducing scrap and tooling costs.

Performance gains experienced in the European window 

industry from the patented RipTec technique are widespread 

and have led to improvements in other industries such as 

solid wood flooring, kitchen cabinets and stair building.

(At right) Leitz innovation: collaboration with software 

designers creates continuous lines between fixed and 

operable tilt-turn windows for greater aesthetic appeal.



We shape the future

Leitz Tooling UK Ltd

Flex Meadow

The Pinnacles, Harlow

Essex, CM19 5TN

Phone: 01279 454530

Fax: 01279 454509

salesuk@leitz.org

www.leitz.org

http://shopuk.leitz.org

Expect Commitment

It’s taken time and effort for you to convey the value of your 

products as more than a way to fill holes in walls. Leitz, too, has 

much more to offer than just cutting tools—consultancy, 

process improvement, tooling optimization and more. 

Leitz maintains domestic manufacturing centers and a network 

of service centers to complement our unequalled product 

offering produced in Germany and Austria. A network dedicated 

to ensuring our customers’ success.

Expect A Relationship. 

Expect Innovation. 

Expect Commitment. 

Expect a Higher Standard.


